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S
ocieties usually emphasise one

of two values: freedom or lib-

erty (as in the United States,

where they talk constantly of “libedy”)

and equality (typically in the social-

ist states). The two are often posed

as a choice; the more you have of one,

the less you have of the other. The US

was a surprisingly equal society in

the late 1970s, in the wake of Presi-

dent Johnson’s Great Society legis-

lation of the 1960s, but has become

progressively unequal under mostly

Republican presidents since. And

though the Soviet Union is defunct,

the independent countries whichwere

once Soviet constituents, as well as

the “transition economies” of East-

ern Europe, remain among the most

equal societies on Earth.

Those who drew up India’s Con-

stitution in 1950 tried to ride both

horses. The Constitution underlined

the inviolability of basic freedoms,

by enshrining fundamental rights,

but also stressed equality (social and

economic justice) through the Di-

rective Principles. This has typified

the choices made in public policy for

60 years. Through the socialist phase,

the fundamental rights were chipped

away (for example, the right to prop-

erty, while the first amendment cir-

cumscribed freedom of speech).

Through the reform years, it is free-

dom (in favour of individual volition,

and a rollback of state control) that

has gained the upper hand.

During the United Progressive Al-

liance’s six years in office, the short-

hand for the two values has been per-

sonified by Manmohan Singh (who

has been for economic liberty, like

giving freer rein to the “animal spir-

its” of businessmen) and Sonia Gand-

hi (who has extended the aims of state

policy to include the rudiments of a

welfare state, and to make the sys-

tem less unequal and less unfair).

But does it have to be a choice, or

can the two come together? Ele-

mentary education was made a fun-

damental right eight years ago, and

if there is effective action, it will meet

the objective of equality while also

offering freedom from illiteracy. In

the same way, the proposed law on

the right to food is intended to pro-

vide freedom from hunger. The ar-

gument, then, is not about substance

but strategy or method. Should the

state provide education (i.e. appoint

teachers who, if you are lucky, will

work at least every other day), or give

parents the freedom to choose which

schools best meet their children’s

needs? Should an inefficient, corrupt

and incompetent government ma-

chinery reach subsidised food to

all 600,000 villages, or (since food

is already available in all those vil-

lages) should the state simply give

poor people the money with which

they can buy the food?

For some reason, those on the

equality platform think that stress-

ing modalities (i.e. minimising waste,

corruption, etc.) is somehow anti-

poor. Ditto with providing the intended

beneficiaries the freedom to choose.

They are also opposed to taking away

subsidies enjoyed by the non-poor

(as on cooking gas) to provide the fis-

cal elbow room to hand out more sub-

sidies to the poor. Perhaps they think

that the efficient and honest delivery

of goods and services to a properly

selected target population is a

pipedream and, therefore, a diver-

sionary tactic by those who speak in

the name of efficiency but only want

to deny the poor their due. Or, the ex-

pansion of the state is an ideologi-

cal end in itself — as must be the case

with the Communists. Also, talk of

markets being efficient, or at least

working better than bureaucrats do,

is to the bleeding hearts the equiv-

alent of waving a red rag. Despite all

this, is it too much to hope that the

revived National Advisory Council,

dominated by well-meaning, civil-so-

ciety activists, will look to see how ef-

ficiency also enhances equity?

Not a matter of choice

T
he Chinese Communist Par-

ty (CCP) is the only Lenin-

ist party (along with its Viet-

namese and North Korean

cousins) to have survived the

turmoil of 1991, despite the Tiananmen

wobble in 1989. It has also been the

most successful in bringing the mass

prosperity promised by the Marxist

scriptures through its embrace of cap-

italism, albeit with Chinese character-

istics. It is this implicit contract with

its people, suppressing political lib-

erty in exchange for prosperity, which

continues to provide it with its legiti-

macy. The future of the CCP and its

likely future geostrategic stance is thus

of immense importance, not least for

India. This is the subject of this column.

Predicting China’s political future

has become something of a parlour

game amongst Sinologists. A useful

book by David Shambaugh (China’s

Communist Party, California) deftly

summarises the various prognostica-

tions ranging from a chaotic disinte-

gration into warlordism, to full fledged

democracy. Neither of these extremes

is likely. The CCP has shown great skill

in adapting to the social and econom-

ic pressures it has faced. Many of the

threats noted by western observers

arising from the rising inequality are

misplaced as a recent study of Chinese

attitudes by Martin King Whyte (Myth

of the Social Volcano, Stanford) finds.

Instead of anger, the dominat mood

was “an upbeat ‘rising tide is lifting all

boats’ view that more and more peo-

ple would become rich in the future,

while the numbers of poor would de-

cline still further”.

With its partial opening to accom-

modate dissent under Hu Jin Tao, un-

like its repression under Jiang Zemin,

the CCP’s most likely future is what

my UCLA colleague Richard Baum has

called “Consultative Leninism”. This

would make China more like the sin-

gle-party states of Singapore’s PAP

(People’s Action Party) and Mexico’s

PRI (Institutional Revolutionary Par-

ty), of which the polity evolving in

Hong Kong might be a precursor.

The party has already learnt to light-

en its controls in the personal sphere.

It has co-opted the rising capitalists

and the intelligentsia which might pro-

vide leadership to any opposition to its

rule. Those challenging its rule are dealt

with harshly, but apart from the few

dissidents, it no longer interferes in

people’s lives. Its most serious prob-

lems are related to the endemic cor-

ruption, which has worsened with the

growth of capitalism with Chinese char-

acteristics, which could threaten its le-

gitimacy. But, even this downside can

be overdone, witness the long suc-

cess of the corrupt PRI in Mexico.

So, like Shambaugh, I do not expect

the CCP to atrophy and disintegrate,

rather it will, as in recent decades, adapt.

The authoritarian political system in

China will last, not least because this

is the system the Chinese have known

and tolerated for millennia, but also be-

cause the party has created a mod-

ern, highly skilled mandarin class.

Its goals are the ones the Chinese poli-

ty has sought ever since the Opium

Wars, and which have great resonance

with the population: “attaining wealth

and power; enhancing nationalism and

international dignity; and preserving

unity and preventing chaos.” (Sham-

baugh, p.169).

W
hat are likely to be the Chinese

geostrategic objectives in the near

future, given that the current political

system delivering stellar growth rates

is likely to continue? From an Indian

perspective, there are numerous wor-

rying signs. First, China is on the way

to creating potential naval bases from

the deep water ports it is building in Bur-

ma, Sri Lanka and Pakistan. A benign

interpretation can be given to this im-

pending Chinese naval build-up, that

these are to protect the vital sea lanes

leading to the Malacca Straits through

which 80 per cent of China’s imported

oil passes. But, combined with the large

Chinese military presence in Tibet, its

close alliance with Pakistan — the cru-

cible of jiahdi terror threatening India

— the takeover of Nepal by Maoists sym-

pathetic to China, and the Naxalite threat

in eastern and central India, in geostrate-

gic terms, India is right to fear being en-

circled by China.

Though, it is true that China has nev-

er been an expansionist imperialist pow-

er outside what it considers its territory,

this provides cold comfort to India. Par-

ticularly in the light of recent bellicose

statements from its military before can-

celling a visit by the US defence secre-

tary. For amongst the territories it claims

as its own are Arunachal and Aksai Chin.

Nor can the Indo-Chinese border war,

which so traumatised Nehru and scut-

tled his policy of placating China, be eas-

ily forgotten. Though China has set-

tled 12 of the 14 border disputes with its

neighbours, including Russia and Viet-

nam, with which it too fought border

wars, choosing to make large conces-

sions by giving up large areas it had

claimed. The long-drawn-out and con-

tinuing diplomatic negotiations on the

Sino-Indian border offer a glimmer of

hope. But, India cannot rely on this alone.

Apart from growing its navy and in-

creasing its presence in the Indian Ocean

and the Bay of Bengal, and using diplo-

matic and economic means to ensure

that the ports being built in Burma and

Sri Lanka are not turned into Chinese

naval bases, a two-prong strategy maybe

in order. The first is to join the US (which

I gather India is already aiding to pro-

tect the sea lanes though the Malacca

Straits) together with Japan and Aus-

tralia, which are expanding their naval

presence in the Pacific in the face of the

perceived waning of US military power,

to offer China a partnership in keep-

ing the eastern sea lanes open. This might

mitigate its fear of economic strangula-

tion. The second could be to expand the

Indo-US strategic alliance to include

Japan and Australia.

The Chinese are unlikely to want to

replace the US as the global superpow-

er. The main flashpoint with the US, Tai-

wan seems on the road to reconciliation

with China. The weakening of US glob-

al power under Obama’s watch does,

however, pose the danger that if the econ-

omy falters, threatening the implicit con-

tract which has provided the CCP with

legitimacy, or there are other threats

to its supremacy, it may play the na-

tionalist card by attempting to achieve

Asian hegemony. An outcome which In-

dia must at all cost try and avoid.

J
ournalists, writers, academics and lit-

erary agents who earn their living

through the spoken and written word

often believe that it is just a short step

away from being published in a printed

book. May be this was true about a decade

or two ago, when publishers looked for

authors to publish, but advances in print

and communications technology that have

led to a vast expansion and diversifica-

tion of media outlets in the last decade,

have made getting published so much

more competitive and difficult. After all,

when anyone can write and publish on-

line and appear on Google News Alerts,

why bother to publish a book?

So, caught between the financial needs

for expansion and the technological revo-

lution, book publishers have been strug-

gling to come to terms with the market, once

noted for long-term predictability that is

now hard to fathom and near impossible to

predict. Mergers and acquisitions — an-

other phrase for slimming down — has been

the received wisdom among professionals,

but very few have kept pace with “who’s

coming in, who’s going out”. Hence the need

for “how to get published” reference books

like the annual The Writer’s Handbook 2011

(Macmillan, £14.99) that is as complete a

guide for writers to get into print as is

possible in this fast-changing world.

Before going into the Handbook and

how useful it would be for Indian users,

a word about the big change between the

traditional school of publishing and the new

rules of the game. The old school that di-

vided publishing into acquisitions, edito-

rial, sales and marketing still stands with

this difference: publishing today is about

selling, or as Henry Ford might have put it,

“the business is about money, not about

cars!” Success is what counts and suc-

cess means sales and profits that are the fi-

nal criteria for excellence.

Closely tied with this change is the re-

alisation that the market today wants

choice: the old concept “one size fits all”

no longer applies. The customer wants to

“cherry pick”, which means niche pub-

lishing for specific markets, fine-tuned as

closely as possible to cater to different

tastes and needs. Advanced computer soft-

ware that can segment differing require-

ments of the market has made this pos-

sible, making economies of scale quite ir-

relevant for many titles.

Down market publishing, i.e. sex, crime

and glitz, still remains but contrary to pop-

ular opinion, it doesn’t constitute the back-

bone of a publishing house which comes

from the traditional backlist of books that

keep getting reprinted year after year. Mon-

ey comes from identifying the market — who

is the book for? — which means a clear read-

ership profile that is made up of a number

of interrelated factors like literacy levels, dis-

posable incomes and the needs of the po-

tential customer and, of course, the total size

of the market and whether it is easily ac-

cessible through the trade channels.

Keeping in mind the central principle

that the customer is always right and that

her needs could be many and diverse,

the Handbook is divided into two sections:

the first section contains articles on dif-

ferent facets of the publishing world — fic-

tion, non-fiction, accounts and royalties,

and so on — and the second is a compre-

hensive directory of publishers (mainly

British and European), literary agents, book

clubs, prizes, fellowships available to writ-

ers, magazines and newspapers, and tel-

evision and radio companies that often call

upon writers to fill in their programmes.

The information contained in this section

will be useful to newcomers to the pub-

lishing world, which is a rapidly expand-

ing “universe” that embraces both print and

the electronic world.

The battleground for writers today is

the disposition of rights that embrace a

whole new market unexplored till the com-

puter and communications revolution

became the pivot of the publishing world.

Beginning with electronic rights, thanks to

the digitalisation of the word, there are a

whole lot others like translation, TV/film

and serialisation rights that have to be sold

to different parts of the world on an ex-

clusive basis, which means that the mar-

ket is closed to other publishers.

Since multimedia has become an in-

dustry in itself, rights are up for negotia-

tion as are the sales of the printed book.

Rights have become vital for the survival

of many publishing houses and many be-

lieve that they are entitled to a share of the

rights (and resulting profits) of a multi-

media application stemming from the books

they developed, published and established. 

The question we need to ask is whether

the Handbook would help an author ne-

gotiate sale of rights of his book to differ-

ent publishers around the world? To a very

limited extent, because rights are a tricky

business that involves knowledge of copy-

right law, territorial rights, translation

and serialisation rights, and other factors. 

What is important to bear in mind is that

no book today is sold in its entirety to the

world market, that is, the author invari-

ably reserves some rights with himself which

he can then sell to others. These negotia-

tions for bits and pieces are handled by

literary agents who know who to go to for

the sale of rights. What the Handbook does

give in detail, however, is a list of literary

agents and their areas of specialisation to

whom authors can turn to for help and guid-

ance instead of hitting out in the dark. That’s

about all a handbook can do.

I
n 1626, Peter Minuit, the

Dutch Governor of the New

Netherlands, bought Man-

hattan off a tribe for $24-equiv-

alent — about half a cent per acre

($0.005). By 2000, assessed land

value on the island core of New

York was $830,000 per acre.

Did Minuit get a bargain? No.

By the compounding formula (a

principal of half a cent grows to

$830,000 over 374 years), the ap-

preciation is 5.2 per cent per an-

num. Any Delhi land-shark would

sneer at a property market where

values doubled every 14 years.

This is long-term com-

pounding where a small sum in-

vested at moderate return (ex-

inflation) yields a huge amount

compounded over a long time.

It directly impacts economic pol-

icy. Examine Anthropogenic

Global Warming (AGW) and the

suggested policy in that light.

The sums in play are large.

So are the time-frames. IPCC’s

climate science models have very

large variations in estimated im-

pact. If AGW continues

unchecked, between 3 per cent

(minimum hypothesis) and 90

per cent of global GDP (maxi-

mum) will be affected by 2100. 

Nicholas Stern wrote the in-

fluential Economics of Climate

Change in 2006. He said it was

probable that 20 per cent of 2100

GDP would be affected if AGW

was not tackled now. He calcu-

lated that 1 per cent of 2006 GDP

would have to be committed to

mitigate AGW. In 2008, he re-

viewed his estimates and said

2 per cent of current GDP was

required for anti-AGW activity. 

Global GDP has grown at

a trend rate of over 3 per cent

since 1990. That is when Brazil

and India restructured and the

Soviet bloc abandoned com-

munism. The long-term trend

is closer to 1-2 per cent. Re-

version to a lower trend is like-

ly as BRIC-land becomes more

prosperous and growth mod-

erates in those parts. 

If AGW effects were miti-

gated, compounding over 2006-

2100, global GDP in 2100 would

range between 2.7 times 2006

GDP (at 1 per cent growth), six

times (at 2 per cent) or 16 times

(at 3 per cent).

Stern suggests recurrent

spending, of course, to stave

off AGW.

Assume the 2010 anti-AGW

expenditure “protects” 2100 GDP

and 2011 anti-AGW spend pro-

tects 2101 GDP and so on. Cal-

culating an internal rate of re-

turn (IRR) on that “protection

money” shows IRR must be

somewhere between 3 per cent

and 6 per cent (depending on

trend global growth). In every

case, the protection money’s IRR

would have to be at least twice,

or thrice, the assumed trend rate. 

This is possible, in theory.

China, India, Japan and the US

itself have demonstrated that

much larger chunks of global

GDP can grow for long periods

at multiples of the global trend

rate. But the specific policy

actions advocated for anti-AGW

equate to scaling down ener-

gy consumption to avoid spew-

ing CO2. That doesn’t promise

anywhere near the IRR an in-

vestor would want. This is one

major reason why there is so

much resistance to current an-

ti-AGW policy.

Anti-AGW advocates fudge

by talking of the “social discount”

rate. The real IRR of anti-AGW

spending is low (in fact, it’s near-

zero). But since it helps pro-

tect vast future wealth, the pos-

itive externality is high. Ac-

cording to this logic, all our de-

scendants capture that posi-

tive externality. But this is cold

comfort for an investor.

Larry Karp of UC Berkeley,

proposes an alternative con-

cept of hyperbolic discounting

(HD). HD draws on behavioural

science. People care more about

returns in the near future and

less about distant returns. So,

HD applies falling long-term

rates of return. That’s elegant.

But convincing investors about

its efficacy may be difficult since

fixed rates with higher returns

are available.

Perhaps there is another way.

If you accept Stern’s conclusions

and climate science consensus,

formulate anti-AGW policy that

offers much higher real IRR.

Would major incentives for R&D

in green energy do the trick? One

way or another, anti-AGW pol-

icy must resolve the com-

pounding paradox.

THE CHINESE PUZZLE-II: POLITY

Publishing today: At

the crossroads

The compounding paradox
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W
hen I went out to the

front gate at quarter-to-

seven and found that the

morning papers had not arrived,

I was only mildly irritated, mut-

tering to myself silently: when will

they learn to be on time? This is

how the last informal leg — the

thin two of the delivery boy to

be precise — of a very organised

process let the whole endeavour

down, I ruminated with a jour-

nalist’s slight sense of superiori-

ty. Then, as the minutes ticked by,

irritation gave way to annoyance

and eventually concern. 

What on earth could have hap-

pened? Surely, there could not have

been a power failure through last

night at all the newspaper offices.

They were not even on the same

street as in Delhi where the Emer-

gency had arrived to a paperless,

cheerless morning’s unwelcome.

At precisely eight o’clock I called

the head vendor on his cellphone

and asked with a mixture of an-

noyance and exasperation what

on earth had happened. He chuck-

led softly at having caught me out

in my mental disconnect and said,

“Sir (they always sir you in the

south), the World Cup final ended

so late, the papers are all late.” I

am glad he could not see the sheep-

ish look on my face.

One reason why I get disturbed

when the papers are seriously

delayed without apparent reason

(it’s different when you are fore-

warned by a holiday announce-

ment the previous day) is my first

memory of such a happening. Both

my father and I (freshly back home

from boarding school at end of

term) were at our front door that

winter morning in Kolkata, down

from second floor, wondering what

had caused the delay. The papers

eventually came to tell us that Lal

Bahadur Shastri had died in

Tashkent after signing the peace

agreement with Pakistan to end

the 1965 war in which he had so

decisively led the nation to victory.

The morning paper was always

much more than just a newspa-

per. Two rites marked your en-

try into the world of grownups

in a middle class Bengali house-

hold — your first cup of the day

became tea and not milk and you

made an awful fuss if you were

not granted the right of first sight

of the headlines. (There wasn’t

very much more to newspapers

in those days.) As it happened, one

particular newspaper bench-

marked my entry and graduation

into the world of the Indian econ-

omy. Early in my college days, I

persuaded my father to buy me

the Economic Times (how else

could I become a proper economics

graduate, I averred) which came

from Mumbai and was delivered

in the evening. That somehow

made it miss the mark of being

a proper newspaper (those arrived

early in the morning), just as I my-

self was far from becoming a grad-

uate. Then, over time, the ET came

earlier in the day as there were

better plane connections with Del-

hi where it began to print. And

finally, the paper came of age in

my subconscious when its Kolkata

edition was delivered early in

the morning as all proper news-

papers were. By that time I had

started working and in a way both

my paper (nobody else in the fam-

ily cared for it) and I had arrived. 

Having grown up in a world

in which the newspaper was al-

ways delivered at home, I was

rather distraught when on land-

ing up in Britain I found that most

bought their paper at the tube sta-

tion while going to work. Getting

the paper at home cost a penny

more, if I recall right. But I was

determined not to let a cherished

habit die. So, I paid the extra and

had the Times

come home to me.

As I relished my

morning cuppa, I

could not decide

which was the

greater British in-

stitution, a good

cup of tea or the

Thunderer, no mat-

ter how muted it

had become by the

troubled Seventies.

Over time I ac-

quired more cost-

ly habits — a taste for Dunhill cig-

arettes, Scotch and the Financial

Times, in that order — until I was

broke and ready to return home.

About the only negative part

of being a journalist has been to

see most of the morning paper the

night before. The freshness, sur-

prise and charm are partly lost. It

is like getting to know your wife

to be a bit too well before being

formally wedded. There is cer-

tainly a bit of the thrill of the ex-

clusive preview but the inky, fresh

from the rotary, feeling is also gone.

You had to wait to go on annual

leave to get back the unique pleas-

ure of discovering the world every

morning form the papers. 

As with all living things, if there

is a sunrise, there has to be a sun-

set. One of the greatest disap-

pointments that progress has

brought is the realisation that one

aspect of civilisation, as many of

us know and cher-

ish it, is about to go

below the horizon.

The days of the

printed paper, phys-

ically delivered with

a thud which can be

heard in the morn-

ing stillness, are

numbered. Content

is being increasingly

accessed via the Net

and soon the per-

son who insists on

getting the hard

copy of his newspaper delivered

at his doorstep in the morning will

be an oddity. The romance of be-

ing able to physically hold and read

a newspaper will take its place

in the museum, next to the romance

of horses and sailing ships.
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